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Avoid a run-in with the boys in
blue, or worse, and have a
handsfree kit fitted to your car.
Car kits are available for all types of
vehicles and for most makes of mobile
phones and radios. The benefits of using
your phone or radio with a car kit are :
Your battery will be permanently on charge (if
cradle included) or you can keep it in your
pocket (Bluetooth).
You have a far better and safer view of the keys
and/or screen and the road.

New Two-Way Radios
The WT91X Pro (PMR446)
IP7
waterproof rating, all weather use with a
range up to 2 miles in ideal conditions.
Huge spec for a small price.

Recession-beating communications
at only £82.99 a pair, including
charging station.
No licence required!

In stock today

You can have an external aerial (not Bluetooth),
giving a better signal.

Keep on the right side of the law!

Your car stereo will be muted and the phone
audio sent to the stereo speakers.

In 2003 a law was introduced making it illegal to use a handheld
communications device while driving.

The phone won’t keep falling off the passenger
seat.

Penalties were initially a £30 fine. This was increased, in 2007, to £60 and three
penalty points.

All occupants can join in the conversation if you
want.
It does not fall foul of the mobile phone/driving
law.
Aerials disguised as tax discs and no holes
drilled in dashboard.

A 'communications device' was defined as any handheld device used to transmit
or receive data - this would include speech, texts, facsimile, pictures or internet
access. Two way radios, used by the emergency services, taxis and others, are
specifically excluded from this law.
There are obvious dangers in using a handheld telephone while driving, but the
main risk is that of the conversation itself (RoSPA). For this reason, using a
handsfree kit while driving should also be avoided, and can result in a
prosecution if the driving was deemed to be careless or dangerous, contributed
to by the telephone call.
A device is hand-held if at any point the device must be held while making or
receiving the call.
The law applies to a driver, or a qualified licence holder supervising a learner
driver, of any motor vehicle, including motorcycles, while the vehicle is in
motion, or stationary with the engine running, on any public highway, including
car parks.
Apart from two way radios, the other exception to the law is if the mobile is
used in a genuine emergency to dial 999 or 112 and it is deemed unsafe to stop
(RoSPA).

Don’t fall foul of the law -

‘Belt up’ while driving

While we have endeavoured to make this page as readable and factual as
possible, we cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions. Please refer
to the RoSPA website for a fuller description of the law on using a mobile while
driving.

September Promotional Installation Prices!
Standard Bluetooth Handsfree Installation...........£49.50
Removal of fitted carkit....................................£44.00
Service call............................................................£44.00
De-Install/Re-Install (At the same time)...........£71.50
Prices include travel to client. Please call with vehicle and kit details for quote. Carkit prices are on our website or call for quotation. We can usually book at short
notice. All installations carried out to FCS1362 industry code of practice. Add VAT to all prices. See our website or call for further details.
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Parrot MKi9200
Once paired with your Bluetooth mobile phone, the MKi enables you to establish, in a few
seconds, any phone conversations in your vehicle without needing to handle the telephone even leaving it in your pocket. Connection with your mobile is made in a completely
transparent way.
The MKi system is a unique range of Bluetooth hands-free car kits which install in every car.
It combines the latest communication technologies with a full set of services dedicated to
music.
The user-independent voice recognition and voice synthesis are now integrated in all MKi car
kits, which dramatically eases the way of using them in every situation. And all the
connectors for any type of music are provided with each MKi hands-free kit: iPod, iPhone,
iTouch, USB keys, USB MP3 players, Bluetooth Stereo devices, CD players!

THB Bury CC9060 Bluetooth Car Kit
You’d expect a state-of-the-art hands-free kit to offer excellent sound quality, be easy to use, and will
ensure that you stay safe while on the move. With a touch screen and the new DialogPlus voice control
system, the THB Bury CC 9060 does just that.
Crystal-clear sound
The speaker-independent DialogPlus voice control has a unique word recognition system which is both
fast and highly accurate. However complicated a name sounds, however quickly you say a telephone
number, the THB Bury CC 9060 responds to your voice immediately – and isn’t affected by
background noise.
Cutting-edge design
To help you use the voice control function effectively, the system provides clear visual and audio
prompts, making for a highly user-friendly and enjoyable experience. And thanks to text-to-speech
functionality, the THB Bury CC 9060 can also read text messages out loud – so you get the information
you need without needing to look at the phone’s display. From the very start of the design process, THB
Bury were firmly focused on providing a user-friendly system that will help drivers stay safe on the
roads. Why don’t you see for yourself.
Alternatively you could follow this fella’s example!

World’s most expensive Mobile Phone

And finally—Adam was hanging around the Garden of Eden
feeling very lonely not having anyone to talk to. God took pity on
him and told Adam that He was going to make him a companion,
and that it would be a woman.
“This pretty lady will gather food for you. She will cook for you,
and when you discover clothing she will wash it for you” God
continued “She will always agree with you and will always be
the first to admit that she was wrong when you’ve had a
disagreement. She won’t nag you, instead she will praise you
continuously. She will bear your children and never ask you to
get up in the middle of the night to take care of them.
“Finally,” He continued, “she will never have a headache and
will freely give you love when you so desire”
“How much will this woman cost?” asked Adam.

The Goldvish ‘Le million’
A PR stunt it may be, and they surely can’t be expecting to sell
any, but the Goldvish “Le Million”, above, is officially the most
expensive mobile phone in the world, according the Guiness
Books of Records. The “Le Million” is a one off, featuring a
blinding 120 carats worth of VVS-1 grade diamonds, according to
designer Emmanuel Gueit.
If $1 million is out of your price range, then the Geneva-based
Goldvish offers several other diamond-encrusted 18k gold models
in your choice of rose, yellow, or white, starting at a much more
reasonable $25,600 (£13,837).

Currently out of stock!

“An arm and a leg” was the response.
Adam asked: “What can I get for a rib?”…
… and the rest is history...
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